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Abstract Changes in mineral texture (e.g. hydroxyapatite

(HAP) or aragonite) and polypeptide (e.g. tropocollagen

(TC)) residue sequence are characteristic features of a

disease known as osteogenesis imperfecta (OI). In OI,

different possibilities of changes in polypeptide residue

sequence as well as changes in polypeptide helix replace-

ment (e.g. 3 a1 chains instead of 2 a1 and 1 a2 chain in OI

murine) exist. The cross section of the HAP crystals could

be needle like or plate like. Such texture and residue

sequence related changes can significantly affect the

material strength at the nanoscale. In this work, a mecha-

nistic understanding of such factors in determining strength

of nanoscale TC–HAP biomaterials is presented using three

dimensional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.

Analyses point out that the peak interfacial strength for

failure is the highest for supercells with plate shaped HAP

crystals. TC molecules with higher number of side chain

functional groups impart higher strength to the TC–HAP

biomaterials at the nanoscale. Overall, HAP crystal shape

variation, the direction of applied loading with respect to

the relative TC–HAP orientation, and the number of side

chain functional groups in TC molecules are the factor that

affect TC–HAP biomaterial strength in a significant

manner.

1 Introduction

Hard biomaterials such as bone, dentin, and nacre have pri-

marily an organic phase (e.g. tropocollagen (TC) or chitin)

and a mineral phase (e.g. hydroxyapatite (HAP) or aragonite)

arranged in a staggered arrangement. The mineral crystals in

such materials are preferentially aligned along the length of

the polypeptide molecules permitting maximum contact area

in a staggered arrangement [1–4]; Fig. 1. The resulting

extent of interfacial interaction is an important determinant

of the mechanical strength [5–7]. The extent of interfacial

interaction can be influenced by two factors: (1) cross-sec-

tional shape of the mineral crystal and (2) the amino acid

residue sequences of the polypeptide chains in TC molecule.

These two factors are characteristic features of a bone dis-

ease known as osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) [2, 3, 8–12]. In

OI, different possibilities of changes in polypeptide residue

sequence (e.g. glycine to alanine substation (Gly ? Ala)) as

well as changes in polypeptide helix replacement (e.g. 3 a1

chains instead of 2 a1 and 1 a2 chain in OI murine) exist [10,

13]. The cross section of the HAP crystals could be needle

like or plate like. Such texture and residue sequence related

changes have been shown to influence the tissue properties at

the nanoscale [2, 14–16]. It has also been shown recently that

changes in the residue sequences of TC molecule can result

in different Young’s modulus values [5–7, 17]. While

experimental evidence of the effect of changes in TC residue

sequence and HAP cross-sectional shape on the strength of

biological tissues exists [18], more systematic analyses are

needed before a foregone conclusion could be made. The

present work reports such analyses in an idealized setting

using explicit three dimensional (3D) molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations. Understanding from this work may also

be applicable to developing tissue scaffoldings based on TC

and HAP or other similar biomaterials.

Despite the fact that TC is a soft phase and HAP is a

brittle phase, together they form a material of high

mechanical strength and fracture toughness [19]. Similar

mechanical behavior attributes have been observed in other
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hard biomaterials as well [20, 21]. The mechanical

behavior of biological materials with a view to understand

the role of TC molecules and HAP mineral has been earlier

analyzed using experiments, modeling, and simulations.

Experimental approaches have focused on analyzing ten-

sile failure of single collagen fibers and fibrils [22–26], and

on analyzing tissue structural features at the nanoscale and

its relation with the bone tissue failure [27–29]. Modeling

using the continuum approaches has focused on under-

standing the role played by the shear strength of TC mol-

ecules and the tensile strength of HAP mineral in fault

tolerant hierarchical structural design of biomaterials [19,

30–32]. Explicit simulations using MD schemes have

focused on understanding mechanical behavior and prop-

erties of TC molecules in different structural configurations

[33, 34], on understanding hierarchical organization of TC

molecules into collagen fibrils and its effect on mechanical

properties [17, 35], on understanding properties of hydrated

TC molecules [36, 37], and on understanding TC molecule

stability with respect to changes in residue sequences [38].

MD based analyses of the effect of different shapes of HAP

crystal and the effect of different TC residue sequences on

TC–HAP biomaterial strength have not been performed.

Such analyses could bring forth important evidence on the

role HAP texture and the TC residue sequences in bio-

material failure. In addition to presenting the MD analyses,

this work also analyzes the MD results using a well

established tension shear chain (TSC) model for biomate-

rial failure characterization [30, 32], for gaining a quali-

tative understanding of the TC–HAP interfacial behavior.

2 Method and framework

3D MD analyses of loading direction dependent tensile

failure are performed on two structurally distinct TC–HAP

interfacial cells (shown in Fig. 2): one with HAP crystals in

Needle Shape (NS) and other with HAP crystals in Plate

Shape (PS). In both cells, TC molecules are aligned in a

direction parallel to the c-axis of HAP crystals. The sim-

ulation cells are generated based on the tension-shear type

of load transfer mechanism possible for staggered

arrangement shown in Fig. 1 [30, 32]. The size of these

cells was chosen as the maximum size which could be

computationally analyzed using 3D MD in a period of at-

most 15 days (on Dell PowerEdge SC1435 server,

2 9 Dual-core AMD Opteron Model 2218 (2.6 GHz)

processors, and approximately 32 processors). The defor-

mation of the cells is analyzed in hydrated environment. It

has been earlier found that hydrated environment results in

optimal interfacial strength for TC–HAP biomaterial sys-

tems [5–7]. Because of the 3D nature of the problem,

tensile deformation behavior is analyzed in transverse as

well as longitudinal directions as identified in Fig. 3.

Henceforth, simulation cell PS loaded in longitudinal

direction is referred to as PS-L, cell PS loaded in transverse

direction is referred to as PS-T, cell NS loaded in longi-

tudinal direction is referred to as NS-L, and cell NS loaded

in transverse direction is referred to as NS-T. Since the

analyses are 3D in nature, transverse deformation analyses

in two different directions are possible. We did not find any

significant mechanism difference or stress–strain value

difference when analyses were performed in the two

transverse directions. Therefore, we chose the transverse

direction shown in Fig. 3 arbitrarily as the direction of

choice for the purpose of comparing differences between

the transverse and the longitudinal deformation mecha-

nisms. In order to understand the effect of changes in the

residue sequences on observed mechanical properties we

chose to develop four different variants of each simulation

cell PS and NS each having one of the four different TC

residue sequences, Table 1. Doing so enabled us to quali-

tatively understand differences in the roles played by

different TC residue sequences in overall TC–HAP

Hydroxyapatite
Tropocollagen 

Length ~ 300 nm

Diameter ~ 15 Å

Collagen Fibril 

Length ~ 1 µm 

Diameter ~ 50 nm

Staggered Arrangement of Tropocollagen 

and Hydroxyapatite in a Collagen Fibril

C-axis

Direction of Applied Tensile and Compressive Deformation

Fig. 1 A schematic of

staggered and layered assembly

of tropocollagen (TC)

molecules and hydroxyapatite

(HAP) blocks to form a fibril.

Three different colors in TC

molecule depict three

polypeptide chains forming a

triple helix. HAP crystal c-axis

is along the loading direction
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material behavior. Note that such an understanding is only

possible using the MD simulations.

The NAMD package [41], is used to perform MD simu-

lations. Due to computational infeasibility of performing

atomistic analysis of supercells with full length TC mole-

cules, only a segment of TC full length molecule is used in

the supercells. The segment length chosen is of the same

order as used by other researchers in past [34, 39, 40, 42–44].

The full length TC molecule residue sequence as submitted

in Ref. [45] (pdb id ‘1YGV’) is used to generate the atomic

level structure of the TC molecule using the gencollagen

package [46]. Hydrogen atoms are added by psfgen module

of NAMD package. The HAP crystals in PS and NS cells are

generated by using fractional coordinate and unit cell

parameter information given in Ref. [47] (for monoclinic

phase of HAP with space group P21/b, a = 9.4214 Å,

b = 2a, c = 6.8814 Å, and c = 120�). The plate shape HAP

crystal consists of 120 unit cells (2 9 3 9 20 unit cells along

the three crystallographic axes) with 88 atoms per unit cell.

The needle shape HAP crystal consists of 40 unit cells

(2 9 1 9 20 unit cells along the three crystallographic

axes). However, in a supercell the number of needle shaped

crystals is three times the number of plate shaped crystals.

One TC molecule consists of approximately 2000 atoms. The

sizes of the supercells PS and NS were chosen based on two

constraints: (1) The maximum size which could be compu-

tationally analyzed using 3D MD in a period of atmost

15 days; and (2) The interfacial supercell should be such that

TC and HAP could be accommodated in a rectangular

geometry.

A combination of CHARMM22 force field [48], and an

inorganic force field reported earlier for HAP [49, 50], is

used to model the atomic interactions. Geometric mean is

used for van der Waals parameters for defining interactions

at the TC–HAP interface. Particle mesh Ewald method is

used to calculate electrostatic interactions with a cut off of

12 Å. The CHARMM22 force field and topology param-

eters for TC molecule are directly obtained from

Needle Shaped HAP Cell (NS) 
(YZ Cross Section)

Needle Shaped HAP Cell 
(XY Cross Section)

Plate Shaped HAP Cell (PS) 
(YZ Cross Section)

Plate Shaped HAP Cell 
(XY Cross Section)

Y

Z
X

C-axis 
(HAP)

Fig. 2 A schematic showing

the derivation of two simulation

cells, one with HAP crystals in

Needle Shape (NS) and other

with HAP crystals in Plate

Shape (PS), from the staggered

and layered TC–HAP assembly

in Fig. 1. Images on the right

corners are cross-sectional view

of the corresponding images

shown in the left corners. In

both cells, TC molecules are

aligned in a direction parallel to

the c-axis of HAP crystals.

Tropocollagen molecules are

shown in green ribbons and

water molecules are shown

in cyan

(a)
PS (Plate Shape) Simulation Cell

170 Å

50 Å
C-axis 
(HAP)

)c()b(

Longitudinal (L) Transverse (T)

PS-L
PS-T

Fig. 3 a Plate Shaped (PS) cell of HAP and TC molecules in water,

showing TC molecules aligned parallel to HAP {0001} direction

(c-axis), b schematic of PS-L cell showing deformation being applied

in the Longitudinal direction, and c schematic of PS-T cell showing

deformation being applied in the Transverse direction
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CHARMM website [48]. For water, we employed the TIP3

model [51]. Parameters for a non standard residue,

hydroxyproline (HYP), are obtained using the procedure

outlined in Ref. [52]. Simulations are performed with

periodic boundary conditions (PBC) imposed on the

supercells. In the case of a biological tissue, water volume

fraction can change: (1) from one anatomical site to other

anatomical site [53]; (2) with change in the age of the

animal [54]; and (3) with change in the type of collagen-

HAP tissue (bone, cartilage, tendon) [55]. More references

on water content in the biological tissues are available

[e.g., 56, 57]. In spite of the above studies, a nanoscale

quantification of water volume fraction is not available.

Therefore, water volume fraction was arbitrarily chosen

such that water molecules fill up all the empty spaces

between the TC molecules, between TC molecules and

HAP crystals, and around the HAP crystals.

At 0% strain each supercell is initially equilibrated in

two different ensembles: (1) isothermal-isobaric (NPT)

ensemble for equilibration at 1 atm pressure and 300 K

temperature till the volume of the supercell being equili-

brated has stabilized and there are minimal pressure fluc-

tuations; and (2) canonical (NVT) ensemble for

equilibration at 300 K until the fluctuations in the tem-

perature subside. The stress–strain curve calculations are

based on well established method used earlier in Tomar

and Zhou [58]. The algorithm to calculate virial stress is

embedded in NAMD package. However, that includes

velocity terms and therefore the calculated stress does not

correspond to continuum Cauchy stress [59]. In order for

the stress to correspond to continuum Cauchy stress, we

excluded velocity terms. It is important to note that PBCs

are not used in the loading direction during deformation.

However, once deformation is applied, the supercells are

equilibrated by imposing periodic boundaries in all direc-

tions so that correct Poisson’s ration values for the cells can

be obtained. In order to obtain stress–strain plots for a

supercell such as Inter1L, first the virial stress tensor for the

supercell at 0% strain is recorded. Afterwards, strain

increment of e = 2% is given to the supercell in the des-

ignated loading direction. In order to account for Poisson’s

effect, the cell is compressed or stretched by me%,

respectively. Here, m is the Poisson’s ratio taken to be 0.3

based on average of the reported literature values for TC

molecules and HAP crystals [60, 61]. A fixed value of m is

used only initially to impose the external pre-decided strain

increment. Afterwards, the supercell is equilibrated and

actual Poisson’s ration arises out of transverse displace-

ment. The cell is then equilibrated using the same sequence

of NPT–NVT equilibration as that at 0%. The virial stress

tensor at the end of the equilibration is recorded as the

stress tensor corresponding to the strain level of 2%.

Subsequently, the cells are further subjected to straining

and the virial stress recorded after equilibration at the

resulting strain level. Equilibrated structure from one

simulation is used as an input structure for next successive

deformation level. This cycle continues until the strain

level of 30% is reached.

3 Results and analyses

The analyses focus on understanding the correlations

among the peak stress, the HAP crystal shape, the direction

of loading, and the TC residue sequence. It is important to

understand at this point that the simulations are classical in

nature and, therefore, analyses do not focus on the funda-

mental chemical bond breaking mechanisms at the local-

ized length scale of individual bonds. Accordingly, the

insights offered by the analyses mainly focus on overall

mechanistic understanding without providing details on the

manner of individual bond breaking mechanisms.

3.1 Effect of using TC molecules with different residue

sequences

Amino acid residues and their sequences in a TC molecule

can potentially affect the stability of TC molecule and its

Table 1 Different residue sequences of TC molecules examined

Researcher TC sequence

name

Residue sequence

Lorenzo and Caffarena [34] TC1 Homotrimer of (Pro-Hyp-Gly)4-Pro-Hyp-Ala-(Pro-Hyp-Gly)5

Buehler [39] TC2 Homotrimer of (Pro-Hyp-Gly)4-Glu-Lys-Gly-(Pro-Hyp-Gly)5

Vesentini et al. [40] TC3 Homotrimer of Gly-Phe-Ser-Gly-Leu-Gln-Gly-Pro-Hyp-Gly-Pro-Hyp-Gly-Ser-

Hyp-Gly-Glu-Gln-Gly-Pro-Ser-Gly-Ala-Ser-Gly-Pro-Ala-Gly-Pro-Arg

Present Study and Earlier

works by authors [5–7]

TC4 Alpha Polypeptide Segment: Gly-Pro-Met-Gly-Pro-Ser-Gly-Pro-Arg-Gly-Leu-Hyp-

Gly-Pro-Hyp-Gly-Ala-Hyp-Gly-Pro-Gln-Gly-Phe-Gln-Gly-Pro-Hyp-Gly-Glu-Hyp

Beta Polypeptide Segment: Gly-Pro-Arg-Gly-Pro-Hyp-Gly-Ala-Ser-Gly-Ala-Hyp-Gly-

Pro-Gln-Gly-Phe-Gln-Gly-Pro-Hyp-Gly-Glu-Hyp-Gly-Glu-Hyp-Gly-Gln-Thr
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interaction with the surroundings. The functional groups

present in the TC residues are at the heart of such behavior.

Figure 4 shows the virial stress strain curves obtained for

the cells NS-T, NS-L, PS-T, and PS-L, with the four dif-

ferent TC molecules for each cell denoted by TC1, TC2,

TC3, and TC4. As shown, the ultimate strength and

toughness (area under the stress–strain curves) values for

longitudinal deformation cells (NS-L and PS-L, Fig. 4a)

are in general much higher in comparison to transverse

deformation cells (NS-T and PS-T, Fig. 4b). Strength and

toughness values in the case of the NS-L cell in comparison

to the corresponding values in the case of the NS-T cell are

roughly 4 times higher for TC4, 3 times higher for TC3,

slightly higher for TC2, and approximately the same for

TC1. The strength and toughness values in the case of the

PS-L cell are roughly 2 times higher for all TC molecules

(TC1, TC2, TC3, and TC4) in comparison to the corre-

sponding values in the case of the PS-T cell. The stress–

strain curves shown in Fig. 4 confirm that the failure is

occurring in a ductile fashion. In past, it has been shown

that failure of TC–HAP assemblies is a result of combined

tensile and shear loading [32]. Visual deformation analyses

revealed that individually TC and HAP portions develop

different levels of strains corresponding to a uniformly

imposed external strain. This observation combined with

the visual deformation analyses led us to believe that

shear stress is playing an important role in the failure of

TC–HAP composite cells. Accordingly, the effective

strength of the cells under study is characterized using von

Mises stress as a measure based on principal stresses that

can effectively describe ductile material failure with an

account of shear stress dominance, Fig. 5, also Ref. [5].

The von-Mises stress–strain curves obtained for the cells

NS-T, NS-L, PS-T, and PS-L, as a function of TC residue

sequences (TC1, TC2, TC3, and TC4) are shown in Fig. 5.

As shown, TC molecule residue sequence significantly

affects the ultimate strength and toughness values of lon-

gitudinal deformation cells (NS-L and PS-L), Fig. 5a. The

strength and toughness values for NS-L and the strength

values for PS-L increase in the order TC1 \ TC2

\ TC3 \ TC4. Such behavior can be attributed to the

increase in the complexity and size of side chain residues

from TC1 to TC4. A closer look at the residue sequences of

TC1, TC2, TC3, and TC4 molecules in Table 1 reveals a

significant difference in the functional group types in the

residues [Residues like Gly (glycine), Pro (proline), and

Ala (alanine) have small side chain functional groups

compared to other residues like Phe (phenylalanine), Met

(methionine), and Ser (serinine)]. The TC1 molecule in

Table 1 does not have a strict GLY-X-Y triplet sequence. It

has been shown in earlier studies that the presence of

Glycine residue at the 3rd position in the triple helical

sequence is necessary in order to follow the size con-

straints. This also helps in stabilizing the TC molecule [42,

62]. This factor contributes to the lower mechanical

strength of supercells with TC1 molecules. It is also clear

from Table 1 that variation of residues in a chain as well as

polypeptide chain heterogeneity increases in the order

TC1 \ TC2 \ TC3 \ TC4. Consequently, the extent of

side chain functional group complexity and possibility of

cross linking and hydrogen bond formation among the TC

molecules also increases in the order TC1 \ TC2

\ TC3 \ TC4. This might be the reason for an increasing

strength and toughness trend among PS-L and NS-L cells
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Fig. 4 The virial stress vs.

strain plots as a function of

different TC sequences in the

case of a cells NS-L and PS-L,

and b cells NS-T and PS-T
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with different TC molecules sequences. This trend is not

strong in the case of PS-L cell. This can be attributed to the

plate sized HAP blocks in this cell. For the PS-L supercell,

all TC molecule cases show strain-hardening behavior.

However for NS-L cell, the strain hardening is exhibited

with TC1 and TC2 molecules only. In the case of TC3 and

TC4 sequences, ultimate strength is observed in the range

of 10–15% strain values. Thereafter, some residual post-

failure strain hardening behavior for higher strain values

(16–30%) is seen. In the case of transverse deformation of

cells (NS-T and PS-T, Fig. 5b), the change in strength and

toughness values with different TC molecules is very little

compared to that in the case of longitudinal deformation.

3.2 Failure mechanism

For the PS-L cell, at the peak point of tensile stress–strain

curve (Fig. 5) and for all TC molecules, it is observed that

TC molecules start cleaving off the HAP surface. After the

peak stress point has passed, the TC molecules start

wrapping up back onto the TC side of the supercell as

shown in the VMD snapshots in Fig. 6. At physiological

pH value the amino acids in TC molecules are for the most

part zwitterionic with NH3
? and COO- groups. These

groups are strongly attracted to the ions in HAP surface

(Ca2?, PO4
3- and OH- ions) [63]. Since TC is a flexible

chain like molecule it elongates on applied deformation but

cleaves off after the point when it is fully stretched. Such

cleavage results in local nanoscale interfacial failure. The

cleavage is accompanied with shear breakage of the min-

eral platelet at peak stress–strain value. A similar failure

phenomenon is observed during tensile mechanical failure

of other cells.

3.3 Effect of HAP crystal shape change and change

in loading direction

Morphology of constituents in a composite material can play

a significant role in affecting mechanical properties of that

material. The peak stress values in the case of PS-L cell are

lower than those in the case of NS-L cell for TC3 and TC4

sequences, Fig. 5a. The toughness values for PS-L cell are

comparable to those for NS-L with TC3 and TC4 sequences.

These values are considerably higher in the case of TC1 and

TC2 sequences. The PS-L cell shows strain hardening

behavior for all TC molecule sequences. Figure 7 shows the

peak stress and peak strains corresponding to the stress–

strain curves in Fig. 5. As shown, the NS-L cell has the

highest value of peak stresses in the case of TC3 and TC4

sequences, Fig. 7a. One factor contributing to this result

might be that the total TC–HAP interfacial area available in

NS-L cell is 50% higher than the area available in PS-L cell,

leading to higher electrostatic interactions between the

charged ions of HAP surface and TC molecules.

In the case of TC1 and TC2 sequences, the peak stress

values for plate cells (PS-T and PS-L) are considerably

higher than those for the needle cells (NS-T and NS-L). In

general the peak stress values are higher during longitudinal

deformation (NS-L and PS-L) as compared to the values

during transverse deformation (NS-T and PS-T). The peak

strain values exhibit the opposite trend (Fig. 7b). The peak

strain values for the cells under longitudinal deformation are
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Fig. 5 The von-Mises stress vs.

strain plots as a function of

different TC sequences in the

case of a cells NS-L and PS-L,

and b cells NS-T and PS-T
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significantly lower than those for the cells under transverse

deformation. Also the peak stress and strain values for the

cells under longitudinal deformation for different TC mol-

ecules increase in the order TC1 \ TC2 \ TC3 \ TC4.

Owing to the possibility of stronger tensile-shear deforma-

tion mode and due to larger shear area between TC and HAP

phases available during longitudinal deformation, stress

change per unit strain change is considerably higher. A sig-

nificant resistance to failure (high peak stresses for low peak

strain values) for cells in the case of longitudinal deformation

comes from build up of large shear stresses due to high extent

of sliding at the TC–HAP interface between TC molecules

and HAP surface.

In Fig. 8, Young’s modulus values corresponding to the

stress–strain curves in Fig. 5 are plotted for all simulation

cells as a function of different TC molecule residue

sequences. As shown, both NS-L and PS-L cells have

Young’s modulus values of the same order. Similar is the

case for NS-T and PS-T cells. Young’s modulus values for

cells during longitudinal deformation cells are almost 3

times higher than those for during transverse deformation.

This result is in accordance with the higher strength results

for longitudinal deformation cells, shown in Fig. 7a.

Young’s modulus for a given direction of stretching is the

same since volume fractions of HAP and TC are the same.

Higher strength, toughness, and Young’s modulus val-

ues in case of NS-L and PS-L cells compared to those in

the case of NS-T and PS-T cells, for all TC molecule

sequences, is attributed to the way TC molecules interact

with HAP surface. During transverse deformation the

normal stress is directly applied upon to the TC molecules

lying flat on HAP surface, with the loading direction per-

pendicular to TC longitudinal axis (Fig. 3c). Loading

applied in the direction parallel to TC axis gives rise to

high shear stresses owing to its flexible structure which

helps in cross-linking and entanglements, and frequent

hydrogen bond formation capability. On the other hand, a

bundle of TC molecules is weak if the load is applied in the

transverse direction perpendicular to the TC axes. This

Tropocollagen Cleaves off 
HAP Surface

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Snapshots showing the primary stages of tensile deformation

failure in PS-L cell, with a cell at 0% strain value, and b cell at 14%

strain value. Almost, invariably the peak of the stress–strain curves

coincides with the TC molecules cleaving off from the HAP–TC

interface. Similar, cleavage driven interfacial separation mechanism

was observed for NS-L cell tensile deformation as well
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suggests that a larger force is needed to separate TC mol-

ecules from HAP surface if loading is applied in the lon-

gitudinal direction parallel to TC axis, compared to the

case when loading is applied in the transverse direction

perpendicular to the TC axis.

Figure 8 also shows the absolute upper and lower

bounds of Young’s modulus values for all cells defined by

Voigt Limit, EVoigt;

EVoigt ¼ Em/m þ Ep/p; ð1Þ

and

Reuss Limit, EReuss;

1

EReuss
¼ 1

Em/m

þ 1

Ep/p

: ð2Þ

In the above equations, Em and Ep are the Young’s

Modulus values for HAP mineral and TC4 molecules,

respectively, and /m and /p are the corresponding volume

fractions, respectively. Young’s modulus values for HAP

crystal and TC4 molecule are acquired from our previous

work in [5] and are approximately *300 and *9 GPa,

respectively. Mineral volume fraction /m = 0.4 and TC4

volume fraction /p & 0.6 (water volume fraction is

neglected as it is very small) is used in Eqs. 1 and 2.

Reuss bound describes an extreme condition of iso-stress

(stress being the same everywhere) in a sample, the Voigt

bound describes a condition of iso-strain in a sample

(strain being the same everywhere) [64]. As shown, all

cells have all modulus values within the bounds, albeit,

significant morphology dependence is observed.

3.4 Fracture stress localization zone

The TSC model has been developed to describe the

strength and fracture resistance of biomaterials consisting

of a hard brittle phase such as HAP and a soft phase

such as TC [30, 32]. At the most fundamental level, the

model assumes that the biomaterial failures occur under

a combination of tensile and shear deformations such as

what is observed in the presented study for needle (NS)

and plate (PS) cells. One of the important aspects of the

TSC model is the prediction of the extent of peak

fracture stress localization around the crack tip in a

biocomposite such as the one shown in Fig. 9 [30, 32].

Under an applied load (shown with arrows in Fig. 9) the

HAP platelets carry most of the load while TC mole-

cules transfer the load between HAP crystals via high

shear zones at HAP–TC interface. The width of the

fracture stress localization zone (where the peak fracture

stress gets evenly distributed to avoid singularity), H, as

a multiple of the characteristic length, L, of the TC–HAP

arrangement is given as [32],

H ¼ nL: ð3Þ

Here, n is a multiplying factor. In the present investigation,

L is taken as the length of the mineral platelet. Since, L is

the same at both levels n and n ? 1, the n values are an

indicator of the extent of peak fracture stress localization

and, thereby, an indicator of the fracture strength. Higher n
implies that peak fracture stress is localized over a larger

region resulting in higher fracture strength as in the case of

ductile materials. Lower n implies that the peak fracture

stress is localized over smaller region resulting in lower

fracture strength as in the case of brittle materials. H is

related to the fracture energy, Jc, by the integral over a

crack tip contour,

Jc ¼ H

Z
rðeÞ de: ð4Þ

Here, r and e are stress and effective strain of the supercell,

respectively. In order to study the interfacial strength,

above integral (Eq. 4) is further simplified as [30, 32],

Jc ¼
1

8
n/mL

s� 2
int q2

E
þ nð1� /mÞLs�inte

f
p; ð5Þ

such that

s�int ¼
r�m
q
: ð6Þ

In Eqs. 5 and 6,s�int, q, E, ef
p, /m; and r�m are interfacial

shear strength, aspect ratio of mineral platelet, Young’s

modulus of mineral crystal, effective shear strain of protein

before fracture, mineral volume fraction, and maximum

stress in the mineral platelet, respectively.

Based on the analysis in Sect. 3.2, it can be said that the

TC–HAP cells show higher mechanical strength when loa-

ded in longitudinal direction (NS-L and PS-L) as compared

to the strength shown when loaded in transverse direction

(NS-T and PS-T). Therefore, only longitudinal deformation

cells, NS-L and PS-L, are considered for interfacial strength

Fig. 9 Schematic representation of a crack, the fracture localization

zone, and the hierarchical levels in the tension shear chain model

arrangement of HAP mineral platelets and TC molecules in a TC–

HAP biocomposite
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analysis. For interfacial calculations, dimensions and vol-

ume fraction values in Eqs. 5 and 6 are used as described

earlier in Sect. 2. Young’s modulus, ultimate strength, and

fracture energy values in Eq. 5 are calculated from the cor-

responding stress–strain plots as in Fig. 5. The s�int values

obtained for PS-L and NS-L cells for TC1, TC2, TC3, and

TC4 molecules are shown in Fig. 10a. Interfacial shear

strength is clearly higher for PS-L cell when compared to

NS-L cell for all TC molecule sequences. Also, the interfa-

cial shear strength values in the case of both the cells increase

in the order TC1 \ TC2 \ TC3 \ TC4. The origin of the

high value of shear strength of PS-L cell is the larger platelet

shape size of HAP crystals in PS-L cell compared to the size

of needle shape HAP crystals in NS-L cells (see dimensions

in Sect. 2). HAP crystals in PS-L cell have three times more

width than the HAP cells in NS-L cells, imparting higher

stability to HAP crystals in PS-L due to high interfacial

stresses during deformation.

The n values obtained for NS-L and PS-L cells with

TC1, TC2, TC3, and TC4 molecule sequences are shown in

Fig. 10b. For obtaining n value Eq. 5 is used. The value of

J-integral is assumed to be equal to the area under the

stress–strain curve for the corresponding cell. Every time

the peak in the stress–strain relation coincides with inter-

facial fracture leading to the strain energy and fracture

energy equivalence and therefore justifying this assump-

tion. As shown, the n values for PS-L cell are almost three

times compared to NS-L cell values for all TC molecule

sequences. This shows that peak fracture stress in PS-L cell

is localized over a larger length scale than in NS-L cell,

resulting in the fracture energy being dissipated over a

larger area. This imparts PS-L cell higher fracture strength.

Also, the interfacial shear strength values in case of both

the cells decrease in the order TC1 [ TC2 [ TC3 [ TC4.

This decreasing trend of n values with different TC mol-

ecules contradicts the increasing trend for interfacial shear

strength as shown in Fig. 10a. The likely reason for this

result is that a higher interfacial strength results in higher

levels of localized stresses leading to dissipation of fracture

energy over a smaller area. A point to be noticed here is

that all values of n are less than 1 suggesting that it is

possible for a mineral platelet to break during fracture

failure in a model staggered biocomposite modeled here.

This is in agreement with what is observed in the VMD

snapshots and movies: the mineral platelet in all cells

indeed failed during tensile deformation at peak stress–

strain values, Fig. 6.

4 Discussion and conclusions

In this work, 3D atomistic analyses of the effects of changes

in HAP supercell shape and of changes in amino acid residue

sequence of TC molecules on the mechanical strength of

model TC–HAP systems is presented. Since the simulations

are classical in nature, the differences in the bond breaking

and elongation mechanisms could not be established clearly.

The dominant tensile failure mechanism at the HAP–TC

interfaces is simply the interfacial separation of TC and HAP

without significant initial HAP deformation. This mecha-

nism was found to be coupled with the HAP shear failure at

peak strains in most cases. Previous studies have pointed out

that changes in residue sequences in TC molecule can sub-

stantially affect their stability and overall mechanical

strength [40, 43, 65]. Our results show that sequence of

residues in a TC molecule can have a significant effect on the

mechanical properties of the TC–HAP biocomposite. Ulti-

mate strength, toughness, and Young’s modulus for PS-L

and NS-L cells showed an increasing trend with changes in

the residue sequence of TC molecules in the order

TC1 \ TC2 \ TC3 \ TC4. This is attributed to the higher

residue variation per chain, increasing complexity of side

chain functional groups, and increasing heterogeneity of

polypeptide chain in TC molecules as we move from TC1 to

TC4 (Sect. 3.1). We also observed that the effect of residue

sequence was limited for the cells during transverse loading

(NS-T and PS-T). This behavior can be attributed to the

differences in the way the TC molecules interact with HAP

surface during longitudinal and transverse deformations. It is

observed that TC molecules in a cell show high strength
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when stretched along their longitudinal axis (along the long

dimension of this slender molecule), while they are relatively

weak if loading is applied perpendicular to their longitudinal

axis. In addition, the extent of sliding between TC molecules

and HAP surface is higher during the longitudinal defor-

mation when compared to that during the transverse defor-

mation. The two factors contributed to stronger interaction

between charged functional groups in TC molecules and

charged ions in HAP surface during longitudinal loading

leading to higher strength.

Use of the TSC model for the fracture strength analyses

revealed that PS-L cell has higher interfacial shear strength

than NS-L cell. This implies that an arrangement with TC

molecules lying horizontally on a platelet shape HAP crystal

surface is better in handling an applied tensile deformation.

Despite a larger TC–HAP interfacial area available in NS-L

cell, higher interfacial strength values for PS-L cell are

attributed to the bigger size of the individual HAP crystals in

PS-L cell. In addition, we also found that the interfacial

strength was affected by the TC residue sequence change

with higher complexity residue sequence leading to higher

strength in the order TC1 \ TC2 \ TC3 \ TC4. Strongest

composite morphology in our case resulted with the loading

applied in the longitudinal direction for composites with

plate shaped HAP crystals (PC-L cell), and with TC mole-

cules aligned in the longitudinal direction having residue

sequences of larger number of complex side chain function

groups (TC4 molecule). Overall, analyses confirm that even

at the nanoscale, morphology can be a strong determinant of

a polymer–ceramic composite such as TC–HAP composite

analyzed in the present work. Factors such as HAP crystal

shape, the optimal direction of applied loading with respect

to the relative TC–HAP orientation, and size as well as

number of functional groups in residue sequences of TC

molecules could be varied to affect TC–HAP biomaterial

strength in a significant manner.
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